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Abstract I:

Abstract II: Moving from the current relevance of Blakean studies and focusing on the 
two female characters of Vala and Jerusalem, this essay discusses the author’s 
still debated approach towards nature and femininity. Vala’s role as a terrify-
ing goddess of Nature can be reassessed if read in the light of the symbolism 
of the Egyptian deity Isis, in its turn associated with the topos of the veil and 

ith the eaving imagery. lso considering the figures of Thel and Lyca, this 
study is an attempt to demonstrate that Blake’s revolutionary use of the writ-
ten and visual media celebrates the necessity of an empathic identification 
between the Human, the Natural, and the Divine: on the model of ancient 
Mysteries, this relationship of inter-in-dependence between microcosm and 
macrocosm can be comprehended only through initiatory revelation. 

Alla luce dell’attuale rilevanza degli studi blakeani e con particolare atten-
zione ai personaggi di Vala e Jerusalem, questo studio si propone di discutere 
l’atteggiamento controverso dell’autore nei confronti del mondo naturale e 
della dimensione femminile. Il ruolo di Vala come crudele dea della Natura 
sembra poter essere rivalutato se interpretato alla luce del simbolismo legato 
alla divinità egiziana Iside, a sua volta associato al topos dello svelamento, così 
come alla metafora della tessitura. onsiderando, inoltre, le figure femminili 
di Thel e Lyca, uesto saggio intende dimostrare come l’originale rapporto tra 
parola e immagine che caratterizza i plates blakeani contribuisca a promuove-
re la necessità di un’interazione empatica tra le dimensioni umana, naturale e 
divina: una relazione di inter-in-dipendenza tra uomo e cosmo che, sul modello 
degli antichi Misteri, può essere compresa esclusivamente attraverso un per-
corso iniziatico di rivelazione.

Introduction
Northrop Frye concludes his introduction to A Collection of Critical Essays (1966), a volume 
that is still indispensable to every Blakean scholar, by praising the universality of the British 
poet’s Art1: It is the peculiar uality of a definitive poet , Frye observes ( : ), that he 
always seems to have a special relevance to the preoccupations of one’s own age, whatever 

1  In using the term Art, rather than art, I am following Morris Eaves’ statement that William Blake epitomises 
nineteenth-century dreams not of arts but of rt  (Eaves : ).
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they are . nderlining the stri ing topicality of la e’s artistic achievements ith regard 
to t entieth-century culture, Frye ( : - ) e pects la ean art to be e ually relevant to 
readers of the following centuries: “whatever the cultural interests of the year 2000 may be, 
it will be discovered in that year that Blake had them particularly in mind, and wrote his po-
ems primarily to illustrate them . Frye’s prediction has undoubtedly been fulfilled as ell 
as Blake’s hope that his work would be “a Memento in time to come […] to speak to future 
generations by a ublime llegory  ( eynes : )2. Almost completely ignored in his 
lifetime, Blake is now internationally regarded as one of England’s most innovative poets, 
painters, and printma ers, as it is also testified by the e hibition illiam la e: the rtist  
that has recently opened at the Tate ritain of London. The event’s main purpose, as its cura-
tors announce, is to highlight how the author’s artistic innovations, his personal struggles in 
a period of political terror and oppression, and his social commitment have possibly never 
been more worth perusing . It is also worth noting that considerable attention was devoted 
to Blake, as both poet and visual artist, during the two conferences on Romanticism that 
were held in Nottingham and Manchester in July and August 2019: multiple panel discus-
sions about the ritish artist ere organised at the niversity of Nottingham by the ritish 
Association for Romantic Studies, as well as in Manchester, at the International Conference 
on Romanticism, which I personally attended.

One of the reasons behind the steady growth of interest in Blake that has characterised 
literary criticism from the mid-twentieth century onwards is the way the author engaged in 
the social, cultural, and political issues of his time by employing “the Divine Arts of Imag-
ination  (J, To the hristians , . - ) in a nonconformist way. His revolutionary en-
graving techni ue, no n as relief etching , is aimed at escaping any form of artistic and 
institutional slavery, as the author himself proclaims in Jerusalem: “I must create a system, 
or be enslav’d by another man’s. My business is not to reason and compare. My business is 
to create  (J, : - , . ). Every hristian , la e remar s, should engage himself 
openly & publicly before all the World in some Mental pursuit for the Building up of Jeru-
salem  (J, To the hristians , . ), thus reiterating a concept already e pressed in the 
preface to the poem Milton:

I will not cease from Mental Fight,
Nor shall my Sword sleep in my hand
Till e have built erusalem
In England’s green  pleasant Land (M, . ). 

onsidering that la e’s aesthetic values are profoundly rooted in his social vision  

2  ereafter all uotations from eynes ( ) ill be mar ed as . follo ed by the page number. The 
abbreviations employed for the titles of Blake’s works are the following: ARO (All Religions Are One); BT (The 
Book of Thel); DC (A Descriptive Catalogue); E (Europe, a Prophecy); FZ (Vala, or The Four Zoas); J (Jerusalem); M 
(Milton); MHH (The Marriage of Heaven and Hell); NNR (There Is No Natural Religion); VLJ (A Vision of the Last 
Judgment).
  ee illiam la e: the rtist , Tate ritain, London: https://www.tate.org.uk/whats-on/tate-britain/

e hibition illiam-bla e-artist (consulted on ). 
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(Ferber ), it is not surprising that erusalem is one of the ey symbols of his mytholog-
ical and philosophical system as well as the title of his last prophetic book, usually regard-
ed as a summa of his thought. As both a woman and a city, Jerusalem is “the Holy City of 
Peace, hich is the perfect society , the inspiration of all man ind , the Divine Vision in 
every individual , and a personification of Liberty  (Damon : ). In contrast ith 
Jerusalem is the ambiguous and polysemous character of Vala, who epitomizes, instead, 
man’s loss of Vision  ( eer : ). Vala, builded by the Reasoning po er in Man  (J, 

 : , . ), personifies the realm of e ternal, ob ective nature as separate from both 
the divine and the human dimensions. Since at the core of Blake’s inclusive Art is the belief 
that ithout contraries is no progression , ho ever, erusalem and Vala, as ell as all op-
posite categories, should not be regarded as mutually e clusive, but, rather, as necessary to 

uman E istence . As it has been claimed, “Blake’s critique of culture is never apart from 
aesthetics  ( dams : ) and, therefore, a perusal of his artistic principles is essential in 
order to shed further light on the comple  relationship bet een Vala and erusalem ithin 
the author’s holistic philosophy. 

“Redeem the Contraries”. Blake’s Inclusive Art
Blake’s Illuminated Books, which combine the visual and the written dimensions in a unique, 
and at times dis uieting, ay, aim precisely at arousing the faculties to act . At the core of 
the author’s philosophy is the belief that man has fallen into a state of Division , both mate-
rial and spiritual, a condition in hich Man is by his o n Nature the Enemy of Man  (J,  

: , . ). The fall into Division  (FZ, l. , . ) is conse uent upon the separation 
of the so-called oas, the Four Mighty nes  ho lived in a Perfect nity  in the body 
of the niversal Man lbion6. Anticipating Jung’s fourfold analysis of human personality , 
Blake associates the Zoas with the four main aspects of man, i.e. body (Tharmas), reason ( r-
i en), emotions (Luvah), and imagination ( rthona) (Damon : ). This prelapsarian 
state of harmony as turned into discord hen The Four oas clouded rage  (J, : , . 

) and, each one trying to usurp their e uals’ position, their heels in poisonous  nd 
deadly stupor turn’d against each other  (J, : - , . ). Not ithstanding the evident 
comple ity of la e’s mythology, the idea underlying his macrote t is that the separation of 
the Four Mighty Ones has resulted in the condition of mental warfare typical of the “World 
of Generation . lind to the fact that in their eternal state ontraries Mutually E ist  (J, : 

, . ), in his fallen dimension man perceives reality in terms of opposite and con ictual 
categories that he can hardly reconcile. 

  “Without contraries is no progression. Attraction and repulsion, reason and energy, love and hate 
are necessary to human e istence  (MHH, pl. , . ).
  The isest of the ncients consider’d hat is not too E plicit as the fittest for Instruction, because it rou es 

the faculties to act  (To Dr. Trusler,  ugust , . ).
6  Four Mighty nes are in every Man  a Perfect nity  annot E ist but from the niversal rotherhood 
of  Eden  (FZ, ll. - , . ).
  In his groundbreaking book Psychological Types or The Study of Individuation ( ), arl Gustav ung 

identifies four main functions of consciousness: thinking, feeling, sensation and intuition. 
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Overtly challenging the Classical tradition of ut pictura poesis, i.e. the Horatian theory 
according to hich poetry and painting are sister arts  (Lee : ), la e’s illuminated 
techni ue serves an e plicit hermeneutic function, in that the contrariety of poem and pi-
cture entices the reader to supply the missing connections  (Mitchell : ). It is precisely 
the dialectical relationship bet een ord and image that, hile re ecting the division of 
the fallen world, also highlights the possibility to retrieve that “place where Contrarieties 
are e ually true  (J, : , . ). In the Songs as well as in the epic poems, the illustrations 
accompany the author’s lines by enlightening but also contradicting them, in a relation 
that implies cooperation and autonomy at the same time and that evidently transcends the 
limiting tenet according to hich painting is mute poetry, poetry a spea ing picture  (Lee 

: )8. With the purpose of avoiding any attempt to reduce the multiple facets of reality 
to single interpretations, Blake does not intend the relationship between the written and 
the visual dimensions as one of static e uilibrium, but, rather, as a dynamic e change or, 
in Mitchell’s ords ( : ), as an energetic rivalry, a dialogue or dialectic bet een t o 
vigorously independent modes of e pression . s a result of the creative encounter of t o 
autonomous e pressive media, then, la e’s composite rt evidently longs for the establi-
shment of a orld in hich contraries e ist productively in dynamic tension  (Lee : 

). Line and colour, far from simply denoting t o aesthetic categories, actually function 
as a metaphor for all opposites. Moving from Lessing’s assumption that poetry and pain-
ting belong to the temporal and the spatial dimensions respectively9, la e identifies time 
and space and, therefore, ord and image, ith the masculine and the feminine: Time and 

pace are real beings, a Male and a Female. Time is a Man, pace is a oman  (VLJ, . ). 
In uenced by the association ord-soul and image-body typical of Renaissance emblem 
boo s and by Lessing’s coeval theories on the sister arts, la e conceives of his composite 

rt as the fruit of a dynamic relation of alterity  ( olebroo  : ) bet een line and co-
lour, soul and body, time and space, man and woman. His own works are the product of the 
fruitful partnership with his wife Catherine: the two closely collaborated in the act of artistic 
creation, Blake etching the lines and drawings and Catherine colouring the prints10. 

Since both pictorial and verbal signs contribute, in all their diversity, to the overall 
significance of a given or  and neither the visual nor the ritten dimension dominates 
over the other one, it is fairly evident that Blake’s Illuminated Art mirrors the author’s in-
clusive approach towards all religious, mythological, and cultural traditions, an attitude 

8  ee also ar an .
9  In his celebrated treatise Laocoon. An Essay upon the Limits of Painting and Poetry ( ), the eighteenth-
century German thin er Gotthold Ephraim Lessing ob ects to the tradition no n as ut pictura poesis and, 
referring to the sculptural group of the Laocoon, maintains that poetry, hich gives e pression to progressive 
actions, is a temporal medium, whereas painting and sculpture, being static forms of art, belong to the spatial 
domain and should, thus, relinquish all representations of time. Blake’s Laocoön engraving (1826) testifies to 
his indebtedness to Lessing’s innovative theories on the relationship bet een poetry and the visual arts.
10  The e hibition illiam la e: the rtist  at the Tate ritain is also intended to uncover atherine oucher 

la e’s role as a hugely important creative force  in her husband’s life, thus possibly shedding further light on 
the author’s still highly debated approach towards the female dimension. See https://www.theguardian.com/
culture apr tates- illiam-bla e-sho -celebrates- ifes-creative-influence (consulted on ). 
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that is clearly e pressed in the early treatise All Religions Are One. The poet actually defines 
all dichotomies as cultural constructs  ( utchings : ), generated by the Reasoning 
Power in man and consequent upon the separation of the Zoas. It is the dominion of reason 
over imaginative insight that leads humanity to distinguish everything into the false cate-
gories of Good and Evil, thus creating hat la e calls bstracts  and Negations : They 
ta e the T o ontraries hich are call’d ualities, ith hich  Every ubstance is clothed: 
they name them Good  Evil   From them they ma e an bstract, hich is a Negation  
(J, : - , . ). The Reasoning Po er , as the author e plains a fe  lines belo , is 

n bstract ob ecting po er that Negatives every thing.  This is the pectre of Man  (J, 
: - , . ). In di erentiating Negations  from ontraries , la e firmly concludes 

that The Negation must be destroy’d to redeem the ontraries  since the former is the 
pectre, the Reasoning Po er in Man  (M, : , . ). The latter causes man to lose any 

feeling of inship ith others  (Lincoln : ) and gives rise to the self-centered el-
fhood  (Damon : ). ompletely unable to sympathi e ith any other person  and 
to ac no ledge the necessary coe istence of all opposites, in both artistic and philosophical 
terms, man has gradually become a victim of that selfish superiority comple ’ hich is 
determined to be the God of the universe  (Damon : ). In the song On Another’s Sor-
row, however, Blake clearly highlights the need to recover an attitude of empathy towards 
all living things: wondering whether it would be possible to “see another’s woe, / And not 
be in sorro  too  (ll. - , . ) or to ear the small bird’s grief and care,   nd not 
sit beside the nest  (ll.  ), the author comes to the conclusion that Never, never can it 
be  (l. ).

By showing that all contraries, while retaining their individuality, are, in fact, part of a 
totality, Blakean Art is endowed with a wider social and cultural significance that, as it has 
been pointed out, promotes unity in diversity  ( dams : ). omeho  anticipating 
the holistic approach to the cosmos endorsed by the theologian and historian of religions 
Raimon Pani ar, la e’s or s display an unsurpassed e ample of inter-in-dependence be-
tween word and image, poetry and painting, time and space, man and woman, soul and 
body, spirit and matter. Pani ar ( : ) coins the term inter-in-dependence  to de-
scribe the law of reality according to which we are all “correlated and interconnected, but 
each independent in an interindipendent ay . In li e manner, at the core of the ritish 
author’s philosophy and rt is the belief in the interrelation of all living things  (Lefco it  

: - ), as it is ell e pressed in the celebrated line Everything that lives is oly  
(MHH, pl. , . ). dvocating the sanctity of all life  (Damon : ) by a process 
of empathy, Blake’s Art is intended to awaken man’s ability to see “not with but through the 
eye 11, thus overcoming the restrictive state of the ingle vision  (To utts,  Nov. , . 

) and ac no ledging that Every thing that lives  Lives not alone, nor for itself  (BT, 
: - , . ). erving the double purpose of highlighting the division of the generated 

world and, at the same, the inter-in-dependence and mutuality of all opposites, the contrari-
ety of poetry and picture that characteri es la e’s plates also re ects, I believe, the free 

11  e are led to elieve a Lie  hen e see ith del.  not Thro’ the Eye  (Auguries of Innocence, ll. - . 
. ).
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connection  that, according to Pani ar ( : ), governs the very Rhythm of eing . 
s ill be discussed belo , one of the conse uences of hat la e defines as man’s single 

Vision  is the dichotomy bet een soul and body, or spirit and matter, an issue the author 
addresses through the female characters of Vala and Jerusalem: the two women symbolise 
respectively the earthly, natural’ orld and the spiritual dimension.

“Nature is Imagination itself”. Man, Nature, and God
Vala, whose name is the original title of Blake’s epic on the Fall of humanity, a poem now usu-
ally referred to as The Four Zoas, is undoubtedly the most debated character of the Blakean 
macrote t. s a personification of Nature, Vala has all the controversial attributes of female 
goddesses of the Earth and still elicits opposite interpretations. If some scholars argue that 
she embodies the author’s anti-naturalism and misogyny12, others, conversely, consider her 
as the result of limited male vision  (Lincoln : ). ccording to this reading, Vala’s 
most threatening features epitomise Blake’s criticism of a mechanistic and utilitarian society 
that deprives man of the possibility to en oy a creative, spiritual union ith the cosmos. 

er dynamic and energetic poetry  represents, in utchings’s ords ( : - ), an 
implicit criti ue of patriarchal science and established gender roles . Testifying to the fact 

that in much of la e’s riting nature and femininity are closely related  ( utchings : 
), Vala symbolises nature as passively feminine  ( utchings : ) on the model of 

the female character of Earth in the song Earth’s Answer. In the short lyric, a female voice 
addresses the Bard, the poet speaking in the previous poem, and denounces the state of 
imprisonment she is forced in, thus highlighting woman’s as well as nature’s “enslaved 
condition under patriarchy  ( utchings : ). 

In embodying both alienated femininity and ob ectified nature , Vala is the so-called 
shado y female  (E, pl. , . ): in the state of division conse uent upon the separation 

of the oas, the shado y female is the oman ld  ho, as suggested in la e’s poem 
The Mental Traveller, is the primary cause of man’s loss of eternity (see Bouwer-McNally 

- ). The iblical and Neoplatonic theme of man’s falling in the po ers of the females  
(Raine : ) recurs also in Jerusalem, when Albion, entranced by Vala, falls asleep upon 
her bosom, thus sinking into the slumber of earthly life: “Embalm’d in Vala’s bosom / In 
an Eternal Death  (J, : - , . ). ince in its primeval state umanity no s not of 

e  (J,  : , . ), ho ever, Female Emanations become evil and selfish hen they 
are separated from their male counterparts and acquire a will of their own: “Her shadowy 
form no  separate  . T o ills they had, t o intellects,  not as in times of old  (FZ, ll. 

12  Mellor ( - : ), among others, highlights la e’s consistently se ist portrayal of omen . ee also 
Mellor ( ), Colebrook (2000) and Bruder (2006), on the contrary, maintain that Blake’s negative depiction 
of the Female ill  (see Damon : ) is, in fact, aimed at criticising gender stereotypes. ee also ruder 
( ).  more recent and controversial or  e panding the boundaries of la e criticism concerning issues 
of gender and se  is ruder- onnolly ( ). s far as la e’s seeming anti-natural approach is concerned, 
Hutchings (2002) argues that the British author’s criticism is not directed at nature per se, but, rather, at the 

ay humans interact ith and e ploit the natural orld.
  Colebrook (2000: 9) argues that “ la e uses the concept of the feminine’ as a metaphor for alienated 

otherness in general .
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, , . ). In li e manner, Vala assumes a cruel and destructive separate e istence  
(Raine 1968: 209, vol. 1) when she divides herself from her shadow Jerusalem. As a matter 
of fact, the two female characters once formed an indivisible whole (Fig. 1): “He [Albion] 
found Jerusalem upon the River of his City, soft repos’d / In the arms of Vala, assimilating 
in one ith Vala  (J, : - , . ) .

Albion himself loved Vala and, in revering her beauty, he attested to the original har-
mony between the human, the natural, and the divine worlds:

Albion beheld thy beauty,
[…].
The Veil shone ith thy brightness in the eyes of lbion
Because it inclos’d pity & love, because we lov’d one-another.

  Plate 28 of Blake’s last epic, picturing two female characters embracing each other, possibly celebrates the 
archetypal union bet een Vala and erusalem as it e isted in ancient times. o ever, in his prophetic boo s, 

la e regularly employs the device no n as syncopation , i.e. “placing designs at a physical and metaphoric 
distance from their best te tual reference  (Mitchell : ), thus ma ing it difficult for scholars to trace a 
logical and e act connection bet een lines and pictures. 

Fig. 1. W. Blake, Jerusalem, - , pl. .
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Albion lov’d thee: he rent thy Veil: he embrac’d thee: he lov’d thee! 
(J, : , - , . ).

s erusalem dolefully recalls, that as a time of love , a condition that has been re-
placed by a state where the earthly, natural dimension must necessarily be negated in favour 
of the spiritual one: Then as a time of love.  hy is it passed a ay  (J, : , . ). 

ne of the negations  la e most abhors is certainly the one entailing the separation 
of spirit and matter, or body and soul ( dams : ). lbeit temporarily enclosed ithin 
a physical body, man is potentially infinite and, as a conse uence, he has no body distinct 
from his soul: this delusive belief, the author remarks in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, “is 
to be e punged  this I shall do by printing in the infernal methods, by corrosives  (MHH, pl. 

, . ). ince spirit and matter are necessary to each other, the so-called Vegetable Glass 
of Nature  (VLJ, . ) is a re ection of the divine realm, in the same ay as Vala is a shad-
ow of Jerusalem. Profoundly indebted to the German philosopher and mystic Jacob Böhme 
and to the alchemical and Hermetic Renaissance traditions, Blake sees man as a microcosm, 
i.e. a mirror of that hich is above . s hme ( : ) remar s in his Signatura rerum, 
“the whole outward visible World with all its Being is a Signature, or Figure of the inward 
spiritual World; whatsoever is Internally, and howsoever its operation is, so likewise it hath 
its haracter e ternally . onstantly advocating a synthesis of the natural and human  
(Lefco it  : ), la e himself maintains that Nature, tho’ it appears ithout , is, 
in fact, an integral part of man, ho originally bore in his o n osom  both eaven and 
Earth:

For all are Men in Eternity, Rivers, Mountains, Cities, Villages,
All are Human, & when you enter into their Bosoms you walk
In Heavens & Earths, as in your own Bosom you bear your Heaven
And Earth & all you behold; tho’ it appears Without, it is Within (J, : - , . ).

Further attesting to the timeless significance of la ean rt, the poet’s celebration of 
the prelapsarian interaction between man, Nature, and God, introduces, in essence, the co-
smotheandric vision of reality e pounded by Pani ar ( ). ccording to the latter’s holi-
stic approach, the Divine, the uman, and the osmic are correlated and interconnected  
(Pani ar : ). o ever, as the panish theologian remar s a fe  ords belo  ( ), 
this principle cannot be com-prehended by reason  and is unintelligible to an e clusively 
rational mind 16. Employing the metaphor of musical response, Pani ar ( - ) obser-
ves that, the relation between man and the cosmos being one of inter-in-dependence, “[e]ach 

  The first principle of the Tabula Smaragdina, the sacred te t of alchemists attributed to the legendary 
ermes Trismegistus, celebrates the identity of microcosm and macrocosm: True it is, ithout falsehood, 

certain and most true. That hich is above is li e to that hich is belo , and that hich is belo  is li e to that 
hich is above, to accomplish the miracles of one thing  (Linden : ).

16  As Panikkar maintains, “Inter-in-dependence […] may appear as a quandary to a merely rational mind: 
either dependence or independence, but not both. Yet we are not trespassing the principle of non-contradiction 

hen defending the inter-in-dependence of the three dimensions of the real  ( : ).
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hearer has an inter-in-dependent reaction  since e are free agents and yet mutually 
connected . In a ay close to Pani ar, la e asserts that only the man of imagination  can 
truly e perience an empathic identification ith the cosmos, since In the eyes of others  
Nature is all ridicule and deformity :

The tree hich moves some to tears of oy is in the eyes of others only a green thing 
which stands in the way. Some see nature all ridicule and deformity, and by these I 
shall not regulate my proportions; and some scarce see nature at all. But to the eyes 
of the man of imagination, nature is imagination itself. s a man is, o he ees (To Dr. 
Trusler,  ugust , . ).

s la e himself remar s, s a man is, o he ees , thus suggesting that it is ac-
cording to one’s spiritual state that the distance between Jerusalem and Vala, i.e. spirit and 
matter, or macrocosm and microcosm, becomes greater or less (Raine 1968: 209, vol. 1). Af-
ter the separation of the oas, man ind has lost the vision of the uman Form Divine  (A 
Divine Image, l. , . ) and the tarry eavens are ed from the mighty limbs of lbion  
(J, To the e s , . ). The spiritually blind man, unable to perceive the bond between 
spirit and matter, inevitably sees Vala as a threatening and cruel Goddess of Nature: “Vala, 
The Goddess Virgin-Mother.  he is our Mother  Nature  (J, : - , . ). s attested 
by Eliade ( : - ), ho ever, in all ancient and primitive cultures that hich is called 
nature is the product of a gradual seculari ation of the cosmos. The so-called homo religiosus 
al ays ac no ledges the e istence of an absolute, sacred reality that, hile transcending 
this material e istence, also manifests in it and sanctifies all its living things (Eliade : 

). ncient poets, as la e notices in The Marriage of Heaven and Hell, conceived of the 
present orld as a mirror of the macrocosm and, therefore, animated all sensible ob ects 

ith Gods or Geniuses :

The ancient Poets animated all sensible ob ects ith Gods or Geniuses, calling them 
by the names and adorning them with the properties of woods, rivers, mountains, 
lakes, cities, nations, and whatever their enlarged & numerous senses could perceive 
(MHH, pl. , . ).

It as hen Priesthood  began and a system as formed  that Poetic tales  ere 
finally replaced by delusive forms of orship  and men forgot ll deities reside in the 
human breast 18.

  Blake was well acquainted with George Berkeley’s doctrine according to which esse est percipi (aut percipere), 
i.e. to be is to be perceived (or to perceive) . The Irish philosopher maintains that the physical orld, being 
a collection of ideas  or sensible ualities, is mind-dependent and that the source of our sensory ideas is the 
infinite mind of God, the uthor of Nature . In one of his annotations to er eley’s Siris, Blake observes that 

Forms must be apprehended by ense or the Eye of Imagination. Man is all Imagination. God is Man  e ists 
in us  e in him  ( nnotations to er eley’s Siris , . ).
18  Till a system as formed, hich some too  advantage of,  enslav’d the vulgar by attempting to reali e 
or abstract the mental deities from their ob ects: thus began Priesthood  hoosing forms of orship from 
poetic tales.  Thus men forgot that ll deities reside in the human breast  (MHH, pl. , . ).
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In a way consistent with his belief in Albion’s eventual release from “the mind-forg’d 
manacles  (London, l. , . ), la e suggests that the human form divine  can be retrie-
ved by every man, of every clime  through the constant e ercise of Mercy, Pity, Peace, and 
Love  (The Divine Image, ll. , , , . ). o ever, as Mellor observes ( : ), this 
is not only a mode of vision : it is also a fact, the given ob ect of perception  since t he 
human form is divine: it is God as e e ists on earth  it is infinite . y recovering the ability 
to see the mutuality of all entities inhabiting la e’s divine cosmos  ( utchings : ), 
man ill ultimately regard Nature not as an end in itself but, rather, as the signature  of the 

orld above and, therefore, as infinite. Dra ing attention to the eco-critical and holistic per-
spective inherent to la e’s or s, utchings ( : - ) remar s that his poetry gives 
voice to “the philosophical devaluation, physical domination, and ultimate desolation of the 
Earth, its ecosystems, and its living creatures, both human and non-human . s ill be di-
scussed below, Vala is the character that, recalling the Egyptian goddess Isis, most evidently 
epitomizes Blake’s critique of man’s dominating and Promethean attitude towards Nature.

“He rent thy Veil”. Vala and Isis
ccording to ancient and lassical traditions, the orship of a divinely animated cosmos  

has usually been conveyed through the symbolism of Isis ( ssmann : ), the Egyptian 
Goddess of Mother Earth and a universal female principle (Grimal : ). The latter, 
traditionally identified ith the inscription una quae es omnia, i.e. ou one, ho are all , 
has come to symbolise the manifestation in the present world of “the invisible source of 
everything  ( ssmann : ). Especially significant to eighteenth- and nineteenth-cen-
tury literature and iconography and, in particular, to the German Romantic poets Novalis, 
Schlegel, and Schiller19, Isis is also essential to a proper understanding of Vala, who has 
inherited all the ambiguous attributes of her mythological predecessor. The features of se-
veral female deities belonging to di erent cults and geographical areas have actually been 
attributed to Isis throughout history. s attested by an Egyptian hymn dating from the first 
century . ., Persephone, Demeter, thena, rtemis, Leto, and phrodite are only a fe  
of the goddesses hose symbolism has variously merged ith that of Isis ( ssmann : 

). puleius clearly highlights the latter’s polysemous features in the eleventh boo  of 
the Metamorphoses, hen the Egyptian goddess reveals to the protagonist Lucius that she 
is adored by the hole orld in varied forms  and ith many diverse names  ( pu. 
Met. I. , tr. Griffiths: ). Most interestingly, considering that Isis is a female deity tran-
scending all cultural di erences  ( ssmann : ), a perusal of her rich imagery is also 
of primary importance to shed further light on la e’s habit of merging di erent traditions 
in a ne , illuminated’ ay.

19  As Hadot (2006: 262) points out, “[a]t the end of the eighteenth century, […] the motif of Isis/Nature was 
to invade literature and philosophy and bring about a radical change in attitude ith regard to nature . In 
contrast with the scientific approach to the cosmos that characterized the previous century, an aesthetic 
attitude to nature, that introduced an emotional, sentimental, and irrational element into the relation between 
mankind and nature, started to appear in the writings of Goethe, Schiller, Schlegel, and of German Romantics 
(see adot : ).
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Recalling the Old Norse prophetess and priestess völva, a character Blake possibly 
ne  than s to ottle’s ( ) and Gray’s translations of Norse myths20, the very name Vala 

alludes to the ord veil  and, conse uently, to the mythology of the veiled goddess  (Rai-
ne : , vol. ). The iconography related to Nature’s veil derives from the belief that 
Nature loves to hide , a concept ell e pressed by eraclitus’ popular aphorism ritten 

in honour of rtemis of Ephesus ( adot : ). rtemis and Isis, ho have been con ated 
since anti uity ( adot : ), are usually depicted ith multiple breasts, a cro n, and 
a veil, and a peplum, a omanish pall  embroidered all over  ( ud orth : , vol. 
), is also associated ith thena. Vala herself appears in plate  from Jerusalem with two 

of the attributes common to both Athena and Isis, i.e. a veil and a crown (Fig. 2). 
Plutarch and Proclus report an inscription once placed at the Egyptian temple of Athe-

na-Isis at Saïs that evidently focuses on the metaphor of the veil: “I am all that has been, 

20  n la e’s ac uaintance ith Norse poetry via Thomas Gray, see lar ( : ) and ’ Donaghue ( ).

Fig. 2. W. Blake, Jerusalem, - , pl. .
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that is, and that shall be  no mortal has yet raised my veil  ( adot : ). s adot 
attests ( : ), thena and Isis descend, in fact, from Neith, ho as also reno ned for 
her veil or peplum. Either in the form of Neith, Athena, Artemis, or Isis, then, the image of 
Nature as a veiled Goddess is typical of several mythological traditions and has given rise 
to an ambiguity that has drawn the attention of poets and visual artists: Nature both hides 
herself from man and also veils herself in everything, thus becoming visible only to those 
who can see beyond her veil. ssimilating in literal similarity and reversal ith live’ and 
evil’ , moreover, the term veil  highlights the contradictory attributes that are inherent to 

all Goddesses of Mother Earth ( ilton : ): in the ords of eer ( : ), Vala repre-
sents a similar ambiguity in Nature . 

The image of the veil and the topos of the unveiling of Nature have traditionally sym-
bolized man’s relationship with the cosmos (Hadot 2006). As already said, Albion could 
once rend Nature’s veil: “Albion lov’d thee: he rent thy Veil: he embrac’d thee: he lov’d thee! 
(J, : , . ). n the contrary, in the fallen orld, Nature’s mantle becomes the delu-
sory vision of scientific materialism. ccording to adot, t o approaches can be identified 
throughout the Middle Ages, the Renaissance, and the Modern periods, i.e. a Promethean 
and an rphic one. If Promethean man demands the right of domination over nature  
( adot : ), the rphic attitude, by contrast, implies a creative union ith the cosmos 
that comes through initiatory gnosis, after the model of the mysteries of Eleusis 21. The 
initiation into the secrets of Mother Earth is the primary aim of all ancient Mysteries (Eliade 

, ), among hich are precisely the Gree  Eleusinian celebrations, hose rituals 
re-enacted the myth of Demeter and Persephone. That la e as ell ac uainted ith the 
tradition of the Eleusinian rites and with the imagery related to the two goddesses of grain 
and agriculture is testified by the songs The Little Girl Lost and The Little Girl Found. The 
protagonist of la e’s poems, Lyca, is usually identified ith Persephone: divesting herself 
of her slender dress 22, i.e. abandoning her human form, Blake’s heroine enters a cave, em-
blem of the telluric womb, where she symbolically dies, thus retracing the descent into the 
under orld accomplished by her mythological prototype (Raine : , vol. ). In the 
same way as Persephone’s descent into Hades’s reign is followed by her eventual rebirth in 
springtime, so Lyca is found by her weeping parents only after being lost in the “desart wil-
d . s scholars have pointed out, Lyca’s path of loss and recovery is also reminiscent of the 
Neoplatonic doctrine of the human soul’s descent into and ascent from the generated world. 
It is very li ely through the in uence of the philosopher and translator Thomas Taylor that 

la e con ated the imagery of the Eleusinian Mysteries ith the soteriological theories of 
the Neoplatonists Plotinus and Porphyry ( amparo ). In the latter’s treatise De Antro 

21  “Orpheus thus penetrates the secrets of nature not through violence but thorough melody, rhythm, and 
harmony. Whereas the Promethean attitude is inspired by audacity, boundless curiosity, the will to power, and 
the search for utility, the Orphic attitude, by contrast, is inspired by respect in the face of mystery and 
disinterestedness  ( adot : ). 
22  hile the lioness  Loos’d her slender dress,  nd na ed they convey’d  To caves the sleeping maid  
(The Little Girl Lost, ll. - , . ).

  Lost in desart ild  Is your little child  (The Little Girl Lost, ll. - , . ). 
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Nympharum, which Blake himself engraved, the cosmos is described as a cave having two 
gates, one prepared for the descent of men, the other for the ascent of gods  (Porph. Antr. 
: transl. Taylor : ). Porphyry’s or , hich ta es the form of a commentary on an 

obscure passage in Homer’s Odyssey, thus suggests that the created world is both a grave 
and a womb: it is, in la e’s o n ords, The abitation of the pectres of the Dead,  the 
Place  f Redemption  of a a ening again into Eternity  (J, : - , . ). The idea 
of the threshold that has to be overcome in order to be spiritually reborn is clearly at the 
core of Jerusalem, hose frontispiece sho s the artist and blac smith Los hile entering the 
cave-grave of mortal e istence and, therefore, underta ing the passage through  Eternal 
Death  and the eventual a a ening to Eternal Life  (J, : - , . ). 

As the symbolism of all ancient Mysteries well demonstrates, then, rending nature’s 
veil implies a descensus ad inferos on the model of both Lyca and Persephone. The initiatory 
ourney into the omb of Mother Earth, traditionally perceived as dangerous and threa-
tening, is variously represented as the entry into a cave, into the belly of a monster, into 
a telluric omb, or into a hut (Eliade : iv). vercoming the secular, natural state of 
man, i.e. of the one who is spiritually blind and ignores the sacred origin of all life, always 
corresponds to some ind of death follo ed by a ne  birth (Eliade : ). ondering 
whether it would be wise to raise Nature’s mantle, behind which unknown dangers dwell, 

chiller actually claims that no ledge is but death : 

Is it wise to raise the veil
Where terror, threatening, dwells?
Life is naught but error,
And knowledge is but death
(Kassandra, , ll. - ) .

In his erudite study The Veil of Isis, Hadot argues that what is most frightening about 
the unveiling of Goddess Nature is the growing awareness of the principle underlying ear-
thly e istence: the mystery of metamorphosis and the coe istence of life and death. oth 
Lyca and Persephone are re uired to symbolically die in order to attain a new life, thus fol-
lowing the natural cycle of birth, decay, death, and rebirth, a never-ending process which 

la e constantly praises: s one age falls, another rises  di erent to mortal sight but to 
immortals al ays the same  (DC, . ). eraclitus’ popular aphorism on the Goddess of 

a s, usually translated as Nature loves to hide , conveys, in fact, a much more profound 
truth: “By this literary form, he also wanted to provide a glimpse of what, for him, is the 
law of all reality: the battle among contraries, and the perpetual metamorphosis that results 
from this eternal combat bet een opposing forces  ( adot : ). Reality is such , adot 
continues (2006: 10), “that within each thing there are two aspects that destroy each other 
mutually. For instance, death is life and life is death . If carefully perused, then, eraclitus’s 
enigmatic saying on thena-Isis e presses astonishment before the mystery of metamor-
phosis and of the deep identity of life and death  ( adot : - ). 

  The English translation of chiller’s lines is from adot ( : ). 
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There is a character in la e’s macrote t ho epitomi es man’s fears before the image 
of an unveiled Nature: the female protagonist of The Book of Thel. In contrast to Lyca and Per-
sephone, Thel refuses to descend into the under orld, hich in la e’s imaginative system 
is the so-called state of E perience, i.e. the orld of the soul hich has died’, or lapsed’  
(Raine : , vol. ): The eternal gates’ terrific porter lifted the northern bar:  Thel 
enter’d in  sa  the secrets of the land un no n  (BT, : - , . ). nable to bear the 
sight of the secrets of the land un no n , the girl ees to her orld of illusory innocence: 
The Virgin started from her seat,  ith a shrie   Fled bac  unhinder’d till she came to 

the vales of ar  (BT, : - , . ). s Lefco it  argues ( : - ), Thel’s inability 
to perform the necessary descent into Nature’s womb is consequent upon an “[i]nadequate 
perception of the need for natural identity, hich must serve as the first step to ard even-
tual fusion of self and other under the aegis of the imagination . Failing to comprehend that 
physical death is but a prelude to rebirth, the young lady compares herself to a vanishing 
cloud and does not accept the inevitability of her o n death  (Lefco it  : - ): 
Thel is li e a faint cloud indled at the rising sun:  I vanish from my pearly throne, and 
ho shall find my place  (BT, : - , . ). Vala, on the contrary, is able to sacrifice her 

selfhood to the point here natural identification is possible  (Lefco it  : - ). t 
first concerned about the inescapable la  of mutability that underlies all earthly processes , 
she is immediately comforted by the oa Luvah, invisibly hovering over her in bright 
clouds  (FZ, l. , . ): on sun shall a  old  decay, but thou shalt ever ourish.  
The fruit shall ripen  fall do n,  the o ers consume a ay,  ut thou shalt still survi-
ve  arise,  dry thy de y tears  (FZ, ll. - , . ). are that she ill ultimately be 
able to transcend mere generation  (Lefco it  : - ) by accepting and revering the 
mysteries of Mother Earth, Vala is finally illing to merge ith the natural elements around 
her: 

Hah! shall I survive? Whence came that sweet & comforting voice?
[…].
I am not here alone: my oc s, you are my brethren
And you birds that sing & adorn the sky, you are my sisters.
I sing,  you reply to my song  I re oice,  you are glad
(FZ, ll. , - , . ).

In The Book of Thel Blake demonstrates how the physical body, which is “potentially 
redemptive  (Paley : ), might, instead, constitute that pitying urge for protection 
that can give rise to the selfhood  (Lincoln : ). s a oven ob ect , the human gar-
ment  is related in la e’s or s to the eaving theme  (Paley : ) and, therefore, 
to the female dimension. In ancient and Classical traditions, “to wield a spindle held deep 
ideological, philosophical, as ell as practical meanings  and female spinners ere espe-
cially revered for their cosmic associations ith life and death  (Taylor :  ). The 

  las  am I but as a flo er  then ill I sit me do n,  Then ill I eep, then I’ll complain  sigh for 
immortality,  nd chide my ma er, thee  un, that raisedst me to fall  (FZ, ll. - , . ). 
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activities of spinning and weaving, in their 
turn connected ith creation (Taylor : 

), ere part of the imagery of all Goddes-
ses of Nature: Neith and Isis were believed 
to have intertwined the whole created uni-
verse on their peplum, in the same way as 
Vala’s beautiful net of gold and silver , a 
cloth that she had oven ith art  (J. 20: 

- , . ), is the veil upon hich the 
splendid variety of the cosmos originally 
shone with brightness in Albion’s eyes. As 
attested by Porphyry, Persephone herself, 
“who presides over every thing generated 
from seed, is represented eaving a eb  
(Porph. Antr. : transl. Taylor : ).

Given the significant associations 
between the imagery of weaving, creation, 
and the iconography of Nature Goddesses, 
plate  from Jerusalem is worth focusing 
on (Fig. ). The illustration, hich closes 
the first part of the poem, sho s the o-
smic Man Albion while being eviscerated 
by the three female characters Vala, Rahab, 
and Tir ah during a Druid sacrifice. n l-

bion’s left side is Tir ah, ho is inding the latter’s bo els into a ball in her hand, hereas 
Rahab is standing on his right in a melancholic posture. Hovering over the three characters 
and covering them with her mantle is Vala. It is fairly evident that Blake’s women recall the 
Greek Moirae, also known to Roman culture as Parcae, i.e. the Classical Fates who presided 
over the destiny of men and heroes by deciding upon one’s lifespan and decreeing the time 
of a person’s death (Taylor : - ). o ever, if considering that the term Parcae de-
rives from the Latin verb parire, i.e. to give birth to , it is clear that these divine spinners, 

ith their bitters eet symbols  of the ool and spindle, ere also harbingers of ne  life 
(Taylor : ). 

eaving is li e ise an ambivalent activity  in la e’s macrote t: it provides a mo-
del of divine creation, one which might allow the material world to be seen as a temporary, 
protective covering for humanity, but which actually makes it seem like a form of bondage, 
the product of a sinister goddess of fate  (Lincoln : - ). s far as plate  from Jeru-
salem is concerned, it is not clear whether Vala is ominously hiding or, rather, benevolently 
protecting lbion ith her fibrous veil (Romero : ). Despite her enigmatic features, 
a ey to interpret the Goddess’s ambiguous attitude is o ered by the myth of Isis and si-
ris as it is described by Plutarch. Beer (1969: 109) points out that the story of Isis, Osiris, 
and Typhon actually provides a perfect parallel ith the lost Man, dimly remembered 

Fig. . W. Blake, Jerusalem, - , pl. .
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and yearned after by the four oas, but no  e isting only in destructive heat . The myth 
recounts that Isis, ho stands for the healing principle in nature , is constantly and pa-
tiently see ing to find pieces and restore her lost husband  siris, ho has been mutilated 
by Typhon, the evil destructive principle in nature  ( eer : ). Interestingly enou-
gh, in order to regenerate her husband, Isis asks the help of the Mesopotamian goddess of 

eaving Tayet (Taylor : ). The story of the moon-goddess ho is trying to re-create 
siris  ( eer : ) can thus support a positive reading of Vala. In Plutarch’s ords, 

Isis signifies knowledge  and, opposing her adversary Typhon, collects, compiles and de-
livers [that holy doctrine] to those who aspire after the most perfect participation of the divi-
ne nature  (Plut. De Iside : transl. uire : ). If read in this light, Vala is not entrapping 

lbion, but, rather, she is fostering the latter’s spiritual a a ening: since the Latin ord 
velum also means tent  (Romero : ), it can be asserted that Vala’s veil functions as 
the hut, i.e. the threatening passage, that in all initiatory Mysteries leads to rebirth. In view 
of the fact that the access to spirituality is al ays e pressed through the imagery of death 
follo ed by regeneration (Eliade : ), even Rahab’s role ac uires a peculiar signifi-
cance. Her melancholic posture, which recalls a work of art much appreciated by Blake, i.e. 
Dürer’s engraving Melencolia I (Romero : ), stands for the phase of dar ness and 
su ering that is traditionally a prelude to inner rene al: according to alchemical and er-
metic sources, which Blake was highly familiar with, every initiatory death corresponds 
to internal melancholy ( rann : ). In the attempt to retrieve the uman Form Di-
vine , Valas-Isis, both ueen of the dead  and of heavenly beings  ( pu. Met. I. , tr. 
Griffiths : ), is guiding the lost man lbion to a full identification ith the sacred 
dimension, thus helping him to overcome his e clusively material, natural, and selfish e i-
stence. Moreover, as testified by the fact that the sun and moon, the tarry eavens , are 
again visible on lbion’s mighty limbs  (J, To the e s , . ), it can be assumed that 
the Goddess is reconciling Man’s in ard nature ith the in ard nature of the universe  
( eer : ), thus sho ing that, in Pani ar’s ords, ll is inter-related  ( : ). 
It follows that Vala’s mantle does not veil the sacred origin of all life, but, rather, reveals to 

la e’s niversal Man the true essence of humanity. In this enlightened state , as Raine 
remar s uoting la e’s o n ords ( : , vol. ), nature is not re ected but seen for 

hat it is: ne ontinued Vision of Fancy or Imagination’ . 
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